
Definitions Defied, Dreams fulfilled…February19, 2021 
 
Hibernating 'Cats: 
 
Upcoming: 
    March 4 - Spring Pictures in the AM 
    March 18 - End of 3rd Quarter 
    March 19 - No school 
 
4th grade parents - Today(Friday the 19th) - last day to make selection of program for 
next year at Camelot.    Survey Link. 
 
5th grade parents - Survey for middle school selection of program below. 
      Survey Link 
 
No Boy's and Girls' Club next Friday, February 26th. 
 
Indebted and graced by all who have donated water.   We will likely be in need until the 
late spring or longer.   Much appreciated!! 
 
Covid news - our numbers of Covid-related challenges remains low and 
steady.   Appreciation to all for keeping the good thoughts and actions to protect all.   
 
The elusive nature of objective educational data in relation to present and future 
success is maddening.  A data point in education represents not only the quantifiable 
but along with it a universe of variables that "could" more clearly represent the actual 
data.  Imagine standing at a crossroads of multidimensional paths while spinning 
uncontrollably simultaneously pummeled with individual and never-the-same balls of 
every shape and size, knowing the next step could influence a life forever.  Maybe that 
is a bit dramatic, and certainly a teacher cannot dwell at that location, but decision-
making in education, based solely on the science available, would suffocate and 
stifle.  So educators thirst for sound stats that can confidently guide, but artfully gather 
and juggle the humanity of the moment, relying on experience and student shared 
responsibility to select the passage to empowerment.  For the distinct nature of every 
learner can only reach potential when given open plains of fail and find, license to live 
up to own a selected trail, acknowledging personal possibility.   That is 
teaching.   Leading to be leaders.  The data then, in this business, can only be an 
outline, a suggestion and recognition there is no data grail in education.  The grail is the 
teacher's touch, intuition and the intensive engagement of every day openness to the 
chaos of learning. And, we are the fortunate to have teachers here at Camelot who not 
only understand this is so, but use this pandemonium of disorder as a celebration of 
every individual's prospect for their hoped-for life.  Definition defied, dreams fulfilled. 
 
Willing and loyal servant to the Camelot and Brookings Community...Kevin 
 


